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ISGH Election Commission 2018
Preliminary List of Area Rep Nominees for: Southeast Zone/Baytown IC
This list of nominees for Area Rep positions within the specified Zone and Islamic Center is based on the best
information available to EC at the time of release and should be considered a PRELIMINARY list only. The
process of assessing the qualifications of these nominees as per the ISGH Constitution & Bylaws is a tedious
process and it continues.
There are several qualifications checks that need to be made by EC and there is no guarantee that every name
appearing on this list has passed all qualification checks. Several of these qualification checks require for EC to
have or obtain information that is not readily available, or EC is awaiting response from various sources to its
request(s). This is particularly true for checking up on membership status of nominees and nominators as the
Membership Data provided to EC by ISGH still has some missing names.
As this process progresses, it may be necessary to make alterations to this list. EC reserves all rights to add or
remove names from this list and to make any other corrections, additions (or deletions) and any other
alterations as EC deems necessary at any time before balloting, or, if needed, even after the elections before EC
is dissolved.
A nominee whose name appears on this list may withdraw by submitting a written request to EC. The deadline
for withdrawals is 12 Noon on November 11, 2018.
Anyone who has been nominated for multiple positions MUST WITHDRAW from all BUT ONE position. If a
nominee fails to do so by the withdrawal deadline, he/she will be removed from all but one nomination at the
discretion of EC. Similarly, there are strict rules about “Prohibited Relationships” that restrict concurrently
holding ISGH offices by members who are related to one another. Please do understand such restrictions and
withdraw accordingly if you and relative(s) of yours are nominated, or relative(s) of a nominee already holds
ISGH office(s). Please consult ISGH Bylaws Article VII Section 4 (A)(vi) to review such restrictions.
Any nominee for multiple positions should be cognizant of the fact that this is a PRELIMINARY list and there
is no guarantee that his/her name will otherwise appear on the final list when all qualifications checks have
been completed. Therefore, please be sure of your qualifications prior to withdrawing due to multiple position
nominations
Please note that some of the nominees on this list may also have been nominated for one or more Non-Area Rep
position(s). Rule prohibiting multiple nominations also include those nominations. So, please do also consult
the list of Non-Area Rep nominees to avoid being disallowed from position of your choice due to not following
multiple nominations rule.
All Nominators & Nominees should be fully aware of various requirements for respected positions.
“Ignorance of Law” is/will NOT be an acceptable excuse for subsequently disqualified Nominations.

#
BT-01

Zip Code/Grouping
77521

Reqd
[2]

Nominees
FAUZIA AHMAD BAWANY
MONTAHA HAMID
SAQIB G HUSSAIN
IRSHAD SHAH

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/Baytown IC Rev B (as of 11/08/2018)

#
BT-02

#
BT-03

Zip Code/Grouping
77706, 77707, 77532, 77013

Zip Code/Grouping
At Large

Reqd
[1]

Reqd
[1]
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Nominees
NO NOMINATION RECEIVED

Nominees
NO NOMINATION RECEIVED

*There are duplicate nominations with different zip codes on the forms. Need some clarifications.
List Revision History:
11/04/2018 Ver A: Original Release
11/08/2018 Ver B: Names removed from BT-01 due to non-verification of membership for
Nominator or Nominee
(Please DO NOT FORGET to read disclaimer and instructions on page #1 of this list)
********** End of EC 2018 Announcement **********

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/Highway 3 IC Rev B (as of 11/08/2018)
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ISGH Election Commission 2018
Preliminary List of Area Rep Nominees for: Southeast Zone/Highway 3 IC
This list of nominees for Area Rep positions within the specified Zone and Islamic Center is based on the best
information available to EC at the time of release and should be considered a PRELIMINARY list only. The
process of assessing the qualifications of these nominees as per the ISGH Constitution & Bylaws is a tedious
process and it continues.
There are several qualifications checks that need to be made by EC and there is no guarantee that every name
appearing on this list has passed all qualification checks. Several of these qualification checks require for EC to
have or obtain information that is not readily available, or EC is awaiting response from various sources to its
request(s). This is particularly true for checking up on membership status of nominees and nominators as the
Membership Data provided to EC by ISGH still has some missing names.
As this process progresses, it may be necessary to make alterations to this list. EC reserves all rights to add or
remove names from this list and to make any other corrections, additions (or deletions) and any other
alterations as EC deems necessary at any time before balloting, or, if needed, even after the elections before EC
is dissolved.
A nominee whose name appears on this list may withdraw by submitting a written request to EC. The deadline
for withdrawals is 12 Noon on November 11, 2018.
Anyone who has been nominated for multiple positions MUST WITHDRAW from all BUT ONE position. If a
nominee fails to do so by the withdrawal deadline, he/she will be removed from all but one nomination at the
discretion of EC. Similarly, there are strict rules about “Prohibited Relationships” that restrict concurrently
holding ISGH offices by members who are related to one another. Please do understand such restrictions and
withdraw accordingly if you and relative(s) of yours are nominated, or relative(s) of a nominee already holds
ISGH office(s). Please consult ISGH Bylaws Article VII Section 4 (A)(vi) to review such restrictions.
Any nominee for multiple positions should be cognizant of the fact that this is a PRELIMINARY list and there
is no guarantee that his/her name will otherwise appear on the final list when all qualifications checks have
been completed. Therefore, please be sure of your qualifications prior to withdrawing due to multiple position
nominations
Please note that some of the nominees on this list may also have been nominated for one or more Non-Area Rep
position(s). Rule prohibiting multiple nominations also include those nominations. So, please do also consult
the list of Non-Area Rep nominees to avoid being disallowed from position of your choice due to not following
multiple nominations rule.
All Nominators & Nominees should be fully aware of various requirements for respected positions.
“Ignorance of Law” is/will NOT be an acceptable excuse for subsequently disqualified Nominations.

#
H3-01

Zip Code/Grouping
77034

Reqd
[2]

Nominees
AMEER ALAM
NADDIA ALAM
DAVID STANLEY GULLION
IZZIDDIN SALIM KAMAL

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/Highway 3 IC Rev B (as of 11/08/2018)

#
H3-02

#
H3-03

#
H3-04

#
H3-05

#
H3-06

#
H3-07

#
H3-08

Zip Code/Grouping
77062

Zip Code/Grouping
77059

Zip Code/Grouping
77546

Zip Code/Grouping
77089

Zip Code/Grouping
77598

Zip Code/Grouping
77573

Zip Code/Grouping
77075, 77504

Reqd
[2]

Reqd
[2]

Reqd
[2]

Reqd
[2]

Reqd
[2]

Reqd
[1]

Reqd
[1]
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Nominees
ARIFULLAH SHAH HASHMI
TALAT MAHMOOD HUSSAIN
SIRAJ AHMED JALALI
MOKLASURE RAHMAN KHAN

Nominees
WALI U ALAM
KAB KAMRUZZAMAN CHOWDHURY

Nominees
AL MAMUN CHOUDHURY
KUNJUMOIDEEN KADERKUNJU

Nominees
MOHD RAFIQUIL ISLAM
ASHRAF MOHAMED SALEH
YOUSUF B UDDIN

Nominees
KAZI MOHAMMAD AHSANULLAH
SYED A ALAM

Nominees
MOHAMMAD ROOFIQUL ISLAM
MD IMTIAZ KHAN

Nominees
MUSTAFA A CHISHTI
AFTAB IQBAL

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/Highway 3 IC Rev B (as of 11/08/2018)

#
H3-09

#
H3-10

#
H3-11

Zip Code/Grouping
77058, 77571, 77503, 77505,
77536, 77548, 77035, 77506,
77029, 77511, 77578, 77579,
77591, 77051, 77087, 77385,
77486, 77545, 77989

Zip Code/Grouping
At Large, YOUTH

Zip Code/Grouping
At Large, SISTER

Reqd
[1]

Reqd
[1]

Reqd
[1]
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Nominees
NEIL MOHAMMED

Nominees
NURUL ADNAN HISHAM

Nominees
YULFA HELMI SNOW

List Revision History:
11/04/2018 Ver A: Original Release
11/08/2018 Ver B: Added names that got left out to H3-02, H3-04, H3-07, H3-08
(Please DO NOT FORGET to read disclaimer and instructions on page #1 of this list)
********** End of EC 2018 Announcement **********

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/North Shore IC (as of 11/04/2018)
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ISGH Election Commission 2018
Preliminary List of Area Rep Nominees for: Southeast Zone/North Shore IC
This list of nominees for Area Rep positions within the specified Zone and Islamic Center is based on the best
information available to EC at the time of release and should be considered a PRELIMINARY list only. The
process of assessing the qualifications of these nominees as per the ISGH Constitution & Bylaws is a tedious
process and it continues.
There are several qualifications checks that need to be made by EC and there is no guarantee that every name
appearing on this list has passed all qualification checks. Several of these qualification checks require for EC to
have or obtain information that is not readily available, or EC is awaiting response from various sources to its
request(s). This is particularly true for checking up on membership status of nominees and nominators as the
Membership Data provided to EC by ISGH still has some missing names.
As this process progresses, it may be necessary to make alterations to this list. EC reserves all rights to add or
remove names from this list and to make any other corrections, additions (or deletions) and any other
alterations as EC deems necessary at any time before balloting, or, if needed, even after the elections before EC
is dissolved.
A nominee whose name appears on this list may withdraw by submitting a written request to EC. The deadline
for withdrawals is 12 Noon on November 11, 2018.
Anyone who has been nominated for multiple positions MUST WITHDRAW from all BUT ONE position. If a
nominee fails to do so by the withdrawal deadline, he/she will be removed from all but one nomination at the
discretion of EC. Similarly, there are strict rules about “Prohibited Relationships” that restrict concurrently
holding ISGH offices by members who are related to one another. Please do understand such restrictions and
withdraw accordingly if you and relative(s) of yours are nominated, or relative(s) of a nominee already holds
ISGH office(s). Please consult ISGH Bylaws Article VII Section 4 (A)(vi) to review such restrictions.
Any nominee for multiple positions should be cognizant of the fact that this is a PRELIMINARY list and there
is no guarantee that his/her name will otherwise appear on the final list when all qualifications checks have
been completed. Therefore, please be sure of your qualifications prior to withdrawing due to multiple position
nominations
Please note that some of the nominees on this list may also have been nominated for one or more Non-Area Rep
position(s). Rule prohibiting multiple nominations also include those nominations. So, please do also consult
the list of Non-Area Rep nominees to avoid being disallowed from position of your choice due to not following
multiple nominations rule.
All Nominators & Nominees should be fully aware of various requirements for respected positions.
“Ignorance of Law” is/will NOT be an acceptable excuse for subsequently disqualified Nominations.

#
NS-01

Zip Code/Grouping
77015, 77044, 77049, 77505

Reqd
[1]

Nominees
NO NOMINATION RECEIVED

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/North Shore IC (as of 11/04/2018)

#
NS-02

Zip Code/Grouping
At Large

Reqd
[3]
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Nominees
NO NOMINATION RECEIVED

List Revision History:
11/04/2018 Ver A: Original Release
(Please DO NOT FORGET to read disclaimer and instructions on page #1 of this list)
********** End of EC 2018 Announcement **********

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/Pearland IC Rev B (as of 11/08/2018)
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ISGH Election Commission 2018
Preliminary List of Area Rep Nominees for: Southeast Zone/Pearland IC
This list of nominees for Area Rep positions within the specified Zone and Islamic Center is based on the best
information available to EC at the time of release and should be considered a PRELIMINARY list only. The
process of assessing the qualifications of these nominees as per the ISGH Constitution & Bylaws is a tedious
process and it continues.
There are several qualifications checks that need to be made by EC and there is no guarantee that every name
appearing on this list has passed all qualification checks. Several of these qualification checks require for EC to
have or obtain information that is not readily available, or EC is awaiting response from various sources to its
request(s). This is particularly true for checking up on membership status of nominees and nominators as the
Membership Data provided to EC by ISGH still has some missing names.
As this process progresses, it may be necessary to make alterations to this list. EC reserves all rights to add or
remove names from this list and to make any other corrections, additions (or deletions) and any other
alterations as EC deems necessary at any time before balloting, or, if needed, even after the elections before EC
is dissolved.
A nominee whose name appears on this list may withdraw by submitting a written request to EC. The deadline
for withdrawals is 12 Noon on November 11, 2018.
Anyone who has been nominated for multiple positions MUST WITHDRAW from all BUT ONE position. If a
nominee fails to do so by the withdrawal deadline, he/she will be removed from all but one nomination at the
discretion of EC. Similarly, there are strict rules about “Prohibited Relationships” that restrict concurrently
holding ISGH offices by members who are related to one another. Please do understand such restrictions and
withdraw accordingly if you and relative(s) of yours are nominated, or relative(s) of a nominee already holds
ISGH office(s). Please consult ISGH Bylaws Article VII Section 4 (A)(vi) to review such restrictions.
Any nominee for multiple positions should be cognizant of the fact that this is a PRELIMINARY list and there
is no guarantee that his/her name will otherwise appear on the final list when all qualifications checks have
been completed. Therefore, please be sure of your qualifications prior to withdrawing due to multiple position
nominations
Please note that some of the nominees on this list may also have been nominated for one or more Non-Area Rep
position(s). Rule prohibiting multiple nominations also include those nominations. So, please do also consult
the list of Non-Area Rep nominees to avoid being disallowed from position of your choice due to not following
multiple nominations rule.
All Nominators & Nominees should be fully aware of various requirements for respected positions.
“Ignorance of Law” is/will NOT be an acceptable excuse for subsequently disqualified Nominations.

#
PL-01

Zip Code/Grouping
77584

Reqd
[4]

Nominees
NASIR UDDIN BHUIYAN
MOHAMMAD ELIAS BISWAS
ASHRAFUL HOQUE
SAMINA KIRMANI SHEIKH

ISGH EC 2018 Area Rep Nominees List for SE/Pearland IC Rev B (as of 11/08/2018)

#
PL-02

#
PL-03

#
PL-04

Zip Code/Grouping
77581

Zip Code/Grouping
77583

Zip Code/Grouping
77566, 77578, 77047, 77034,
77548, 43551, 77587, 77030,
77091, 77546

Reqd
[2]

Reqd
[1]

Reqd
[1]
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Nominees
SYED SHAHID HASAN*

Nominees
DELONAR AZIZ

Nominees
NO NOMINATION RECEIVED

List Revision History:
11/04/2018 Ver A: Original Release
11/08/2018 Ver B: Need clarification about Nominator or Nominee Membership
(Please DO NOT FORGET to read disclaimer and instructions on page #1 of this list)
********** End of EC 2018 Announcement **********

